IMPROVING WORKING CONDITIONS
IN YOUR CLOTHING SUPPLY CHAIN

In this publication, by
‘you’ we mean brand employees
and procurement specialists
– and those of you willing
to imagine yourselves in
that position.

Tired of bad news about clothing factories? Whatever your job - design
to sales, merchandising to material - YOU can take steps to make
your brand’s supply chain a better place to work. WellMade is designed
to help you figure out where to start.
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WellMade
adjective (in garments) when a product is skillfully produced and all
the people who make it are treated fairly.
noun A project led by Fair Wear Foundation and partner organisations.
WellMade teaches clothing brand employees how their day-to-day
work can be adapted to support better labour conditions.
Source: WellMade team, 2013
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When we started
this project, we took time
to reflect on its name.
What is the
ultimately goal?
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Since 2013, WellMade has been offering FREE SESSIONS at fashion weeks and brand

IT TAKES MANY HANDS TO MAKE IT WELLMADE

HQs using smartphone technology to explain how your decisions, as a brand employee,
impact actual conditions on the work floor where your brand’s products are made.

WellMade is a collaborative project spearheaded by Fair Wear Foundation, which builds
on the strengths of various specialist in responsible supply chains in the garment industry

In case you were not able
to attend one of the 90+
sessions we’ve offered these
past years, we’ve tried to
capture some highlights in
the pages that follow.

and beyond.

This makes it possible for users of WELLMADE.ORG to access a wealth of resources to
produce and procure products that are WellMade.
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WellMade’s approach stems from the reality that brand employees – and the decisions

The fact is that you are connected to the workers who make your product in a way not unlike

you make – have very real consequences for the workers who actually make the products

your relationship to other brand employees involved in designing, sourcing, and selling it.

you design, source and sell.
the various people
you probably engage
with at work
This icon
represents
where you
work

It’s an interesting idea, given that most garment production takes place in factories in far
off cities by people you probably have never met.
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To make decisions that enhance well-being,
it is important to talk about supply chains in
terms of the
who work in them.
So the WellMade sessions focused on real
people and their real stories.

people
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fill in your name
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there you are
in the thick of things!
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Without each of these people doing their jobs, there would be no final product to sell.

Each person in the supply
chain has a story to tell.
Take Amal, for example.

In essence, you are all
working as a TEAM to
make the same piece
of clothing.
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‘After the session, I am more
aware of the impact of how
I work… I am only one link in a
larger supply chain, but I can still
be part of making things better for
the people who make our products.’

this is a real worker and
the facts we present are true.
But we’ve changed Amal’s name
and a few of the facts to
protect her identity.

LITTAL MARKOWSKI, FASHION DESIGNER
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Amal, with Mr.Kahn, Mr. Saidur, you, your colleagues – and many people besides –

Amal

all play a role in creating a given product.

is 23 years old and already

In a way,
Amal is your colleague,
your fellow worker.

has a long career behind her.
When she was 14, her uncle
took her to a garment factory,
making her wear high heels

>

and make-up to look older.

Amal got the job and has been working ever since. She started out
as a ‘helper to sewing machine operator’ but now she’s proud to be
a ‘senior sewing machine operator’.

But you are divided by physical distance – which the garment travels along during production.

Amal earns about 50 EUROS a month, which is more than the legal minimum wage.
Some might say this is not bad for a 23 year old, right?
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Or is it? We return to the question
about Amal’s and her colleagues’ pay
in a page or two.

That distance means you lead very different lives.
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But you all share the very same human rights.

If we look at Amal and her colleagues in around the world, for instance, we see:

80% of factory workers are WOMEN
In Amal’s case, being a woman has had a big impact on her life. One evening,
after she had been working late, Amal was assaulted by a group of men just outside her factory. She struggled and shouted as the men tried to drag her away. At
that moment, some of her colleagues also came out of the factory and managed
to free her. Amal got off with just bruises and a terrible shock. Many others don’t.
But even inside the workplace, Amal’s career has been influenced by the fact that she is a
woman. In Bangladesh, women are not supposed to work – it is deemed disgraceful by
the majority of society. Working as a seamstress is still more or less acceptable, but
when Amal was offered a promotion to line supervisor, her family forced her to refuse.
Having a ‘career’ rather than a job would have ruined her chances to be married and
lead a respectable life.
Yet for some members
of your supply chain team,

These are Mr. Saidur’s rights as much as
they are YOUR rights. They are your boss’s
rights as much as they are Amal’s rights.

they are harder to guarantee than for others.
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This is one of many ways
in which being
a woman worker
affects wage levels.
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In Bangladesh, the legal minimum wage is

Most of us know already that improvements are needed for most garment workers worldwide.

5300 TAKA, which is 50 EUROS.

So why not just tell factories to SHAPE UP?

This will pay for the rent of a single room, enough rice for a month,
transportation and some vegetables and meat.

That is actually what garment brands have been doing for many years now.
And not much has changed. One of the reasons is that the way brands do business has an
enormous impact on the wellbeing of workers.

WellMade focuses on wellbeing.

When wellbeing is improved,
the flower fills up.

It will certainly not pay for any fun, or a trip to visit one’s children who are most probably
being raised by their grandparents in the village back home.
In Bangladesh, experts estimate that one would need to earn five times
the legal minimum wage to get by. Similarly in various regions of
China, wages would need to be doubled to meet people’s basic needs.
And in Turkey, cost of living estimates are 3 or 4 times more than the
legal minimum.
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The upshot: the legal minimum wage is much too low
to survive on in most garment producing countries.

When the flower
is empty it
means
the worker
is not doing
very well.
In WellMade sessions, we used animation to help participants
understand the impact of their choices for wellbeing
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How do brands impact the wellbeing of workers? Let’s look at an example.

A brand’s wellbeing
is affected by
quality, delivery
time, total cost…

The contract between a factory and a brand boils down to: money paid for a product.
As part of this contract a certain period of time is agreed to make the product.

the lead time
Workers’ wellbeing
is affected by wages
paid, hours of work
and health and
safety in the
factory…

…among other factors,
of course.

In an ideal world, the lead time matches the realistic time within which a factory can make
an order. In reality, brands often ask for lead times that are shorter – for all sorts of reasons.
When this is the case, the factory only has a few options:
THE FACTORY COULD HIRE MORE WORKERS TO FILL AN ORDER.
But that costs more money and prices paid by brands are low.
THE FACTORY COULD SUBCONTRACT THE ORDER, or part of it, to another factory.
But of course that loses the factory part of its profit, and it also means that production
takes place in a facility that may have even worse working conditions.
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Unpredictable orders also play
a big role. When factories are
not sure when the next order will
Despite the fact that
overtime is dangerous
and reduces quality,
factories often feel they

come, they often overbook, which

Here we see that
overtime has a negative
impact on worker AND
brand wellbeing.’

is another cause of overtime.
Unpredictable orders also mean
that workers are denied contracts
or steady work.

have no other option.

These are just a few examples of how wages, excessive overtime,

For factories,
the alternative to accepting
short lead times is
to lose business,
which means laying
off workers.
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we talk a lot here about the imbalance
of power between the brand and the
factory. But as you can see, ultimately
it is the factory workers – not the
management - who suffer. That’s because
in most garment producing countries,
workers are not properly protected by
laws, and trade unions are not allowed
or unable to do their work.

health and safety and labour contracts are affected by the way
brands do business.

‘I saw the potential of WellMade right away.
It’s so easy to understand, regardless of where
you are in the company… That’s why I am
arranging a WellMade session at our HQ.’
GILLIAN STODDARD, PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT, LADRESS
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This leads to the critical question for WellMade:

WHAT CAN YOU DO TO IMPROVE THE SITUATION
FOR YOUR FELLOW WORKERS IN THE SUPPLY CHAIN?
We asked participants
to log into our interactive
system using their
smartphones.

In the session, Participants then
used their smartphones to
indicate their decisions.

‘ I recommend WellMade to our
fashion and workwear companies. The session was interactive
and easy-to-understand... It
provides real-life examples that
company employees can relate to.’
NIENKE STEEN, MODINT
(DUTCH FASHION AND TEXTILES
BUSINESS ASSOCIATION)
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If you are like most participants, you want all
of these. But consider which one you would
prioritise and keep your response in mind.
We return to this question again later.
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During sessions, we consolidated responses participants
offered via smartphone and showed the impact
of those decisions for workers and brands.

Our aim in the supply chain is to distribute
well-being fairly along the supply chain.
well-being
of the
factory worker

This is what it means for a product to be WELLMADE.
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well-being
of the
brand employees

pieces of
garments
produced

income
for the brand
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CHALLENGE QUESTION
Just weeks before a retail delivery deadline for an order,
your brand’s sales team sounds the alarm:
To: you

!!

From: sales team

In this booklet, you ‘vote’
by choosing which half
of the next page to turn.

Hi all –
Market research indicates that we have the colour all wrong.

29A

We need to change the colour or the retailer cancels the order.

What would you do?
DO YOU ORDER A LATE COLOUR CHANGE?
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In the session,
participants would
communicate their
decisions via
smartphone.

29B

‘YES! Change the colour. We are not in the business of making

What does that look like in reality?

products that do not sell.’ But how does this impact the
members of your supply chain team?
By changing the colour of the garment, the factory needs to
push production back until the new material is tested and ordered. By not using the time-slot that was set aside for you,
you force the factory to create a new one - probably at night.
30A

31A

‘NO! Don’t change the colour. We made a commitment

On the other hand, there are real CONSEQUENCES for your brand.

to our supplier and its workers. We need to stand by that.’
Deciding against a late colour change and keeping your
order steady is good for Amal and her colleagues’ well
being. By keeping your order steady, you made their hours
more manageable this week.

30B

Sales go down…

…which

Quality is likely to be better,

affects your

however, if workers are

bottom line.

not working excessively
long hours.

31B

A question for you as a brand employee: How does making a decision that you know could
Amal’s official working day is from 8 am to 6 pm. But thanks to rush orders and poor planning,

have a pretty big negative impact for the people who make your product affect YOUR wellbeing?

Amal’s workday shifts to more like 7 am to 11 pm or midnight.
concern for, or
disconnect from, the
workers

There is no time for family life or relaxation. Mealtime is rushed and sleep is cut short. And everything

√

hurts from sitting on a backless stool every day, bent over a sewing machine. Long hours also affect
32A

it doesn’t
affect me

√

the quality of the work Amal and her colleagues are able to do. And also their safety. By far, the most

33A

workplace accidents happen during overtime, when workers are tired.

What happens to YOUR wellbeing when your brand decides against changing the colour?
Is your wellbeing improved by the satisfaction of knowing you work for a company that maintains high principles in its production process? Or do worries about the bottom line enhance

WHAT ABOUT YOU?

your anxiety?
satisfied?

worried?

√
32B

√
33B

That simplified example of course does not capture the complexity of your brand’s
complex supply chains. You face more choices than simple ‘yes’ and ‘no’ options like the
one we offer here. The key to a WellMade product is to make choices that, on balance,
DO NOT NEGATIVELY IMPACT the working conditions of the factory worker while
upholding your brands’ aims.

34A

‘Procurement professionals know how to use their
influence in supply chains – with regard to price and
quality.  But WellMade helps us to use that influence
to make better conditions for the whole supply chain.’
KARIN VAN IJSSELMUIDE, KNOWLEDGE MANAGER
AT NEVI-PURSPECTIVE, THE KNOWLEDGE NETWORK
FOR PROCUREMENT AND SUPPLY MANAGEMENT
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WHAT ARE SOME WAYS TO COMPENSATE FOR LOST TIME

These are some of
the options offered by
brands and stakeholders.

CAUSED, FOR EXAMPLE, BY A LATE CHANGE?

CHANGE DELIVERY TIME AT RETAILER – this will
be a lot easier if good working conditions feature regularly in your interactions with your retailers.

EARLY NOTICE TO SUPPLIER – telling the supplier
as early as possible that you are going to miss your
production slot so management can make reasonable adjustments to the production schedule

PULL THE WHOLE ORDER – this is a last resort and
does not enhance supply chain well-being.
If pulling the order ends up being the only option for
any reason, brands should compensate factories for

COMPENSATE ADDITIONAL COST – this enables

the lost income. Factories should not bear the burden

the factory to hire the additional workers needed to

of late changes in your brand’s production process.

complete the run or, at least, pay the extra cost of
overtime required.

AIR FREIGHT MATERIAL – this decreases the wait

All of these – and other – options should be considered. And if some of these steps are

between the time you decide on the change and the

taken together, it may be possible to maintain the wellbeing of the brand AND workers

time the workers can start production. This however
harms the environment.
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together. But the best approach is to PREVENT this kind of time pressure altogether.
Hurting the planet is not on the
path to making well-made clothes.
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DEPENDING ON YOUR ROLE IN YOUR COMPANY,
YOU CAN HAVE INFLUENCE IN IMPORTANT WAYS:
The better the forecast, the less need for
changes. That is good for everyone.

• Accurate SALES FORECASTING helps a lot .

The late colour change example was a handy one to use in the sessions to introduce the
Workers have steady
work while your brand
will likely save cash with
advanced contracts and
low season production

idea that what happens in the brand every day DOES have a very real impact for workers.
There are many more ways in which your day-to-day decisions impact factory workers.
Take, for example, a practice we frequently observe:

You may recognise
this as a common
practice when
sourcing personnel
change jobs.

To: sourcing team
From: new head of sourcing department

• PRODUCTION PLANNERS can work with factories to
fill low production seasons with carryover collection.

• If you are in sourcing, develop a SOURCING STRATEGY
that commits to long-term, open relationships with strategic
suppliers.

Steady relationships make it worthwhile for
factories to invest in good working conditions.

• The more you and your colleagues take steps like these
and INTEGRATE them into what you do, the more WellMade
your products will be.
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Hi all –
suppliers.
I realise I’m new to this brand, and you’re used to working with certain
the suppliers I built great
But as the new head of sourcing, I’d like to continue working with
and they are very reliable.
relationships with in my previous job. I know them, they know me,
suppliers.
So we will be moving a substantial part of our production to these
Yours faithfully,
The New Head of Sourcing

What would you do? Should the brand MOVE PRODUCTION in this way?
There’s no clear-cut ‘best’ answer here.

Let’s use the WellMade methodology to reason through yo
39

Remember your team!

Moving production generally hurts

What are the potential COSTS AND GAINS of moving production

the workers in the factories that lost

to the sites this new sourcing manager knows?

the work.
MOVING PRODUCTION
and UNSTABLE ORDERS

B
A

also undermine working conditions
in general:
Factories do not have real incentives to improve conditions if they

The more brands move their
production, the less likely
workers have access
to employment contracts
that stabilise their income
and employment.

know production will probably
move away regardless. The more
brands move their production, the
more unlikely it is that workers have
access to steady CONTRACTS.
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Good relationship
with supplier =
potential for improved
labour conditions.

Moving suppliers
likely to be net loss
for workers.

Potential price
reduction.

Starting new
sourcing relationship
= added travel costs
and staff time.
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sourcing experts believe this is
ultimately better for brand
wellbeing too.

Let’s quickly look at a final example:

Are you a DESIGNER? Consider what happens if you change material on the same garment

The upshot seems pretty clear. Long-term relationships with factories are pretty critical
for worker wellbeing. They’re almost a condition for making lasting improvements.

from one year to the next – or add a feature (embroidery, sequins) that requires special
machinery or techniques. This can also lead to factory changes and instability for workers.

DECISIONS by most brand employees AFFECT the length of their brand’s tail in some way.

Without strategic sourcing practices that focus on building long-term relationships with

And there are other ways your decisions can impact workers.

key factories, garment supply chains look like this:
What a brand’s production looks like if it
splits its production across many factories
and maintains short-term relationships.

if a brand brings long-term
strategic partnerships,
its tail doesn’t need to be
longer than this.

For instance a decision like this:
LONG TAIL = instability
for workers.

piece of

plus

garment

embroidery or
intricate design

SHORT TAIL = enhanced stability for
the people who make your stuff .

=

–

+

without adequate
accounting for the
labour costs

increases the likelihood
of home-based work and
subcontracting to hidden,
unregulated workplaces

Source: FWF Brand Performance Check Guide, 2015
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Earlier we asked you WHAT IS MOST IMPORTANT TO YOU IN YOUR WORK.

We don’t have to accept the fact that factory workers’ rights are violated.

How did you respond?

WellMade makes clear that there IS something we can do
about the problems workers face every day.

YOU DO HAVE INFLUENCE.
By our calculation there are as many as
100 factory workers for every
apparel brand employee in Europe.
Here is an example of how
participants in one WellMade
session responded

This means you can directly influence
the lives of 100 people.

We call on you to work with your colleagues
Whichever one you chose, the point is that you have a right to ALL OF THEM.
And so does everyone working in your supply chain.
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to make WellMade products.
WELLMADE IS WHEN THE PRODUCT IS SKILLFULLY PRODUCED
AND THE PEOPLE WHO MAKE IT ARE TREATED FAIRLY.
45

LEARN MORE

ONLINE AND SPREAD THE WORD!’

WellMade is for
Procurement
Officers too… 4 critical steps PROCUREMENT OFFICERS can take to improve workplace conditions.

WellMade procurement sessions targeted procurement staff (that is buyers for governments and big institutions) whose decisions also impact workers. A few basic steps taken
during the procurement process can have a big impact, including:

Visit WellMade.org, where you
will find nearly 100 resources
for brand employees and brand
procurement officers to better

Use WellMade.org and
this booklet to engage
your colleagues in finding
better solutions.

√

BE CLEAR ABOUT YOUR COMMITMENT TO LABOUR STANDARDS.

Look for bidDers that
share your vision of
WellMade garments.

Ensure your procurement criteria and contract clauses integrate labour standards.

√

You can also invite other brands to join in meetings

KNOW WHERE YOUR PRODUCTS ARE MADE. with factories to set goals for workplace improvements.

understand their impact on the

Your organisation is at risk if you do not know. Require your suppliers to provide exact

workers making their products.

location addresses for production and visit the factories.

√

INTEGRATE CHECKS ON LABOUR CONDITIONS INTO TENDERS AND CONTRACTS.

For instance, include a clause that requires third party verification by a body like Fair
Wear Foundation. Use contract meetings to detail precise plans for improved conditions.

√
‘for sustainability to work, everyone
in a brand needs to be on board’

What steps will be taken?
What time line?

MAKE SURE TO FOLLOW UP ON LABOUR CONDITIONS.

Touch base regularly with suppliers to check on progress in making improvements.

Set clear delivery dates for developments.

KLAUS HOHENEGGER, DIRECTOR, SOURCING SOLUTIONS
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For more guidance on procuring products that are WellMade, check out some great

THE MAKING OF WELLMADE

guidance materials offered by partners at WELLMADE.ORG.

Fair Wear Foundation worked with its partners to conceive WellMade in 2013.
Since then, we’ve:

SO M O
Held

90
62
12

Attended

WellMade project
partner SOMO

offers key guidance
for procurement

Fact Sheet

Procurement
Socially Responsible
iles
of Garments and Text

nts and
European governme
Focus on the role of
sectors
public and semi-public
organisations in the

November 2014

officers – find this
and other tools at
wellmade.org

We brought in experts & tested our methods.

Offered

live, interactive workshop SESSIONS
TRADE FAIRS and apparel events in 11 countries

additional SESSIONS tailored specifically to PROCUREMENT officers

Built wellmade.org, which houses approx.

100

RESOURCES

for brand employees and procurement officers
Reached an estimated

15,000

PEOPLE

online and in person since 2014
And that is just the beginning…
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WHAT’S NEXT FOR WELLMADE?
WellMade is just getting started. The need for improved understanding of brand
employees’ impact on workers is still pressing. So we have already set our sights on the
next stage of WellMade. We will continue to improve WellMade.org – with a focus on enhanced, practical tools for garment employees to put theory into practice. Going forward, WellMade will focus on delivering in-house sessions at brands – capturing full teams
in a common discussion about changed business practices. Indeed this is the format in
which WellMade has seemed to have the greatest impact already. We will continue to
use a modified version of our original WellMade session, and also develop a second,
advanced module that builds on the first.
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